7. RECOMMENDATIONS

With respect to improve the water quality of these lakes, following recommendations are made:-

- Artificial feeding of fishes in Rewalsar and Kuntbhyog lakes should be prohibited.
- Need of repair/replacement of sewerage passing along the Rewalsar Lake.
- Continuous monitoring of water quality of the lakes.
- Area should be earmarked for feeding of fishes in the lakes.
- The water of the lakes should be used for agricultural purposes on scientific grounds.
- Proper treatment and disinfection of water of Kuntbhyog and Prashar lakes before its use for drinking purposes.
- Entry of stray animals should be prohibited.
- Awareness of public regarding the ecological significance of these lakes.
- Putting of Pooja samagri (coconut, clothes, flowers, flour and ash etc.) on religious occasions should be banned.
- Washing of clothes in the lakes should be prohibited.
- Since these lakes are important tourist spots of Himachal Pradesh, these require ecological beautification.